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Abstract— Pose estimation in real world environment is an
important topic in autonomous vehicles control. Currently used
technology for this purpose has some disadvantages in some
cases. For example, GPS systems are susceptible to interference,
especially in places surrounded by buildings, under bridges or
indoors; on the other hand, RGBD sensors can be used, but they
are expensive, and its operational range is limited. In this paper,
we introduce a low-cost method to compute depth and estimate
pose of a vehicle, from two views of at least three 3D points fixed
on real world, captured with a calibrated monocular vision
system. Computer simulations showed a good performance of
proposed method.
Keywords— Monocular vision,
odometry, autonomous vehicles
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, due to increase in processing capacity of
computers, it has been possible to process digital images in real
time. An important application of image processing techniques
(in robotics and other areas) is pose estimation [1,2]. GPS
systems can be used for this purpose, but they are susceptible
to interference, especially in places surrounded by buildings,
under bridges or indoors. Also, they have large error margins,
up to several decimeters. On the other hand, RGBD cameras
can be used too; however, in addition to their high cost, they
use infrared sensors to determine the distance from camera to
objects (depth). This hinders and even prevents its application
in some places illuminated with natural light. Artificial vision
is a low-cost suitable alternative. In binocular systems, usually,
it is necessary to perform a stereoscopic calibration to know
the rotation and translation of one camera with respect to the
other. The first camera position generally serves as coordinates
reference. The calibration parameters must be kept fixed to
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reach good results. To calculate the location of a point in threedimensional space, each camera must capture an image
containing that point; then, it is necessary to identify the 2D
coordinates of the point within the two images and triangulate
them to obtain their 3D coordinates. However, there are some
practical disadvantages in this type of systems based on two (or
more) cameras: the difference in the response of each camera
to the color and luminance of the input signal makes difficult
matching of corresponding points; these systems require more
physical space, consume more energy and the computational
cost is higher because it needs to process two images on each
occasion; besides, it is possibility that the cameras lose
calibration due to movements or vibrations. In addition, when
distant points with two cameras are observed, the system
degenerates and tends to behave like a monocular system. All
this puts monocular systems as a good alternative. Monocular
vision systems can be designed with low-cost hardware.
Moreover, it can be used for indoor and outdoor applications.
In monocular systems, since just one camera is used, it is
necessary to move the same camera and capture images in
different positions. Since this movement is unknown, each new
relative pose must be estimated. In literature, two approaches
have proven successful for monocular pose estimation:
Filtering methods and keyframe-based methods [3-6].
Pioneering work of Davison et al [7] recovered trajectories
from a monocular camera by detecting natural landmarks using
the Shi and Tomasi [8] operator; they made a probabilistic
estimation of the state of the moving camera with an Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF). In that approach every frame is
processed by the filter to jointly estimate the map feature
locations and the camera pose. However, Strasdat et al [9]
showed that keyframe-based techniques are more accurate than
filtering, for the same computational cost. In this paper, we

introduce a low-cost technique to calculate depth and estimate
pose of a camera mounted on a moving vehicle. The proposed
method is based on a group of three points from a reference
object fixed in 3D space, using a calibrated monocular system.
For this, only the distance between each pair of reference
points must be known. This method is less restrictive than
other methods proposed in literature. Only the distance
between each pair of reference points must be known for depth
computation. The points can be in any position and the camera
is not required to be perpendicular to the plane formed by the
three points. Using this technique in consecutive images
containing the reference object, it is possible to calculate the
pose (rotation and translation) of the camera each time,
requiring only detection of such object. New pose can be
estimated from the rigid transformation of the 3D points, fixed
in real world. When reference points are not detected, pose is
estimated using a keyframe-based approach; the accumulated
error of such estimation can be corrected each time that
reference object is found again. Computer simulations show a
good performance of proposed method. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: section II introduces some basic concepts
that support the work, in section III the proposed method is
presented, section IV presents experimental results and section
V summarizes our main conclusions.

However, the basic pinhole model does not include any
kind of distortions, which usually occur in real world cameras,
due to lenses distortions. The main kinds of distortions are
tangential and radial, which can be estimated during calibration
process. Then, they must be compensated using a suitable
algorithm for example by expansion in Taylor´s series, as is
described in reference [10].
B. Camera Calibration
Camera calibration gives a model of the camera’s geometry
and distortions caused by lenses. This information can be used
to define the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera.
Let P’ be the projected point of a 3D point P in the camera
plane, as shown in figure 1. By using homogeneous
coordinates, we define P = [x y z 1]T and P’ = [x’ y’ 1]T (here
superscript T means transpose of vectors). Then, we can
express the mapping from P to P’ in terms of matrix
multiplication as [11]:

P'=A[R t]P

where P is a point of the object in 3D, in homogeneous
coordinates; P' is the same point of the object in homogeneous
2D coordinates; [R t] is a matrix of extrinsic parameters
(rotation and translation);  is an arbitrary scale factor and A is
a matrix of intrinsic parameters. The information of the
intrinsic parameter matrix is defined by:

𝑓𝑥
𝐴= 0
0

BASIC CONCEPTS

A. Pinhole Model
Due to its simplicity, the pinhole model is widely used to
represent the formation of images in a camera. Figure 1 shows
pinhole model. As can be seen, each point P with coordinates
(x, y, z) in 3D space is projected through the pinhole (which is
taken as the origin of the coordinate system) to point P' with
coordinates (x', y', f) of the plane  into the camera. Here, f is
the focal length of the camera. From figure 1, we can establish
that:
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Here fx, fy provide information (depending on the size of the
pixel) of the focal distance in the direction of x and y,
respectively; cx and cy are the coordinates of the main point of
the image. The information of intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters can be obtained in the calibration process.

Fig. 1. Pinhole model

II.

(2)





Where  is a scale factor which, when known, allows to
calculate the coordinates of 3D point P from the 2D
coordinates of the projected point onto the image plane and the
focal length. Usually, focal length can be obtained from the
camera calibration process.
The authors greatly appreciate the support of CONACyT and
Tecnológico Nacional de México/Instituto Tecnológico de La Paz for the
realization of this project.

Fig. 2. Calibration pattern.

III.

PROPOSED METHOD

In this section we describe our proposed method. The main
steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Capture a pattern image
Convert the image to grayscale
Correct distortions
Search the reference object
If object is detected
a. Select three points with known distance
b. Calculate depth and location of selected points
c. Compute pose from the rigid transformation
between selected points in current image and
previous image with the same points detected
d. Go to step 1
Else
a. Estimate pose with keyframe-based approach
b. Go to step 1

A. Object Detection
Detection of reference objects is based on corner detection.
Corners are invariant to translation, rotation and illumination,
and exist robust algorithms to detect them. The main idea for
corner detection is searching for strong derivatives in two
orthogonal directions of image I at coordinates (x, y). This can
be done by applying a matrix of second-order derivatives
(Hessian matrix Hs) to image intensities [12]:
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B. Depth Computation
From equation (1) the following relationships can be
obtained:
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C. Pose Estimation
When reference objects are not detected in two consecutive
images, we use the keyframe-based approach. The basic
keyframe-based algorithm is:





(4)
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This system of nonlinear equations can be solved
numerically for zi, which represent the depth at which each
point is located with respect to the camera. Substituting back
these results in (6) we can also obtain the real-world
coordinates (xi, yi) of the three points. If two images are taken
with the same camera in different poses, applying the proposed
method, it is possible to estimate the relative displacement
(rotation and translation) between both poses as the rigid
transformation of world points.
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In practice, the most used approach is by applying the
autocorrelation matrix M of the second derivative images over
a small window W around each point:
⎡
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Capture images from video sequence
Extract interest features (corners) from each image
Match features between previous and current images
and extract 2D points
Triangulate matched points using calibration
parameters
Compute the current camera position with P3P
algorithm [13]
Apply Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [14]
to estimate pose robustly
Optimize estimation with bundle adjustment (BA)
[15, 16]

Although there are fast algorithms for BA, since is required to
compute error from accumulated views, the computational cost
increases with each new image. Therefore, it is necessary to
restrict the optimization process to use a fixed number of
views, reducing performance of the estimation.
IV.

RESULTS



A. Depth Computation Test
To test the depth calculation of proposed method, the
chessboard pattern shown in figure 2 was used as reference
object. Each square is 27x27 millimeters. We used a low-cost
Microsoft USB camera, mounted on a small car and configured
to capture images in RGB format with a low resolution of
640x480x3 pixels. The illumination source provided nonhomogeneous light from a set of AC lamps.

Suppose you have at least three points P1, P2, P3 in 3D
space with coordinates (x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2), and (x3, y3, z3),
respectively. Suppose also that the distances d1, d2 and d3
between each pair of points are known. Using the relationships
in (6), the quadratic Euclidean distance between each pair of
points can be calculated by:

In this work, the calibration of the cameras was carried out
with the technique proposed by Zhang [17]. With this
calibration technique, it is only required that the camera
observes a flat pattern (figure 2) taken from different
orientations. The pattern or camera can be moved freely, and it
is not necessary to know the movement made. This calibration
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allows to obtain simultaneously the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters of the camera. For comparison of results, Kinect 2
device was used. Kinect is a RGBD system, which makes
available 3D coordinates of real-world points. It contains a
visible light camera with a high resolution of 1920x1080x3 and
an infrared system to provide depth information.
Now, car was moved at different distances from the pattern
and the calculation algorithm was applied. At first, with the 3D
coordinates of points detected with the proposed depth
computation algorithm we calculated the rigid transformation
(rotation and translation) with respect to the first view. Then,
when reference pattern is not detected correctly, estimation was
done with the keyframe-based approach until reference pattern
is detected again.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of distances obtained with the
proposed method versus these obtained with the Kinect 2
device. We marked manually coordinates of the camera into
each image acquired with Kinect color device; then,
information of depth device was incorporated, and 3D
coordinates were obtained by using the functions of MATLAB
toolbox for Kinect. There is a correlation of 98.4163% between
Kinect distances and these measured by our method, with 9%
of average percent error. Note that, due to manual procedure,
human mistakes and other errors could be introduced.
However, results are promising.

Fig. 4. Example of image from KITTI dataset.

Fig. 5. Comparison of ground truth distances from KITTI dataset and
estimation with the proposed method.

Due to BA is performed with a few frames, when the
reference object is not detected for a long time (more than 600
frames),
keyframe-based estimation error increases
considerably. This error can be reduced by recognizing several
reference objects placed along the scene. which implies using a
robust object detection technique, such as a convolutional
neural network.
V.

Fig. 3. Comparison of distances measured with Kinect and the proposed
method.

B. Pose Estimation Test
To test keyframe-based pose estimation of the system, we
use 600 images from sequence 00 of KIITI dataset. This
dataset contains images acquired with PointGray Flea2
grayscale cameras. Each grayscale image is 376x1241 pixels of
resolution. The dataset includes ground-truth references
obtained with a high-precision GPS/IMU inertial navigation
system. Figure 4 is an example of used images, which were
acquired into a residential environment.
Only for the initial scale adjustment, we used the first two
rows from ground truth file. From each image we detected and
matched corner features; then, P3P algorithm with RANSAC
estimation was performed. To reduce computation time, BA is
performed with 12 frames each time. Figure 5 shows results of
comparison between ground-truth and estimated data, for the
rest of dataset images. There is a correlation of 0.9996 between
both graphs with 5.88% of average percent error in the
estimation process.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a method to calculate the depth and location
of points in three-dimensional space with a monocular vision
system was proposed. This depth and location information
serves to estimate pose of a vehicle with a low-cost monocular
vision system mounted on it. Reference points can be obtained
from any known object encountered in real world. For the
calculation, it is only necessary to know the distance between
each pair of points. If the reference object is not detected, depth
is estimated using a keyframe-based algorithm. Error due to
drift can be corrected when reference object is detected again.
This pose information can serve for applications of
autonomous robot navigation, industrial control systems or
augmented reality, by using a single camera.
The experimental results show a good performance of the
depth computation algorithm in images taken with a low-cost
camera, under uncontrolled conditions. The maximum error
obtained was less than 0.25%, compared with a calibrated
standard ruler. Besides, for initial depth calculation, this
method is less restrictive than state of the art methods in
literature.
On the other hand, although keyframe-based estimation
algorithms are widely used, they must be improved for speed
and accuracy. A drawback of keyframe-based estimation is that
error increases considerably when reference object is not
detected in several frames (in our experiments, more than 600

frames) and loop closure is not used. To avoid error
accumulation, it could be necessary to search for different
reference objects in each scene and, when one of them is
detected, compute depth and adjust scale of estimation to
correct accumulated error. In that case, a classifier system is
required to detect such objects. This system must be trained to
recognize the most common items in each environment and
provide information about size of salient features in each
object.
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